Module Focus/Specific Learning Outcomes: make sure that you write the key unit objectives to be acquired at the
end of the unit.
Learning Activity: Complete a learning activity. This will help you to review or practise what you have learned and
to prepare you for an assignment or an examination. You will not submit learning activities to your tutor/marker.
Instead, you will compare your responses to those provided in the Learning Activity Answer Key found at the end of
the applicable module.
Video/Flashcard app: View a video.
Stop/Caution: Use caution when conducting this learning activity or experiment.

Assignment: Complete an assignment. You will submit your completed assignments to your tutor/marker for
assessment in accordance with the chart found in the course Introduction.
Learning Partner: Ask your learning partner to help you with this task.
Note: Take note of and remember this important information or reminder.

Examination: Write your final examination at this time.
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UNIT 4:
Computer Network

4.1.
What is a network?

4.2.
Types network

VOCABULARY

SKILLS WORK

FUNCTIONS

Lead-in activity

Reading and speaking

To define what is a network.

Asking and answering the
questions.

Computer Networks

Reading

Description of linking information in text and
diagrams to infer new information

Identify the components of a
network and their role in it

Read this text and check your answers

Understanding the vocational vocabulary

Lead-in activity

Listening and speaking

Understand LANs

Describe the different types
of networks

Describe the different types of networks.

Describe the different types of networks.

Writing
Description of the network solution

The difference between WAN and LAN

Identify different tasks types
of network

QUIZ

Reading Network Models
Peer-to-peer network and Client/server
network

4.3.
Network topologies.

4.4.
The Ethernet/ Wireless

Understand Network topologies and access
methods

Lead-in activity

Reading and speaking

Identifying Network
topologies and standards

Network topologies

Listening and speaking

Identifying different tasks an
network topologies

Completing a fact file about Network
topologies

Lead-in activity

Speaking

Talking about network capabilities

Talking about network
capabilities

Talk about network range and speeds.
Discuss the network security

To talk about wired networks versus wireless
networks

Wired networks versus
wireless networks

To describe the main characteristics of the circuit
topologies and star.
To solve tasks related to the choice of topology.

To talk about security network

Quiz time:
take the test

To recommend improvement actions
To make recommendations and suggestions
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In this unit, you will learn:









To define what is a network.
To identify the components of a network and their role in it.
To describe the different types of networks.
To examining LAN, Devices and Data Transfers
To explore the difference between WAN and LAN.
To discuss the different LAN topologies.
To talk about network range and speeds
To enumerate trends and issues in the development of networks.
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4.1. What is a network?



Explaining networks.



Describing and fixing network hardware.



Describing and fixing network software.

4.1. What is a network?
1. Lead-in activity: Discuss these questions:
 What is a computer network?
 What is the purpose of networks?
 What are the benefits of using networks?




What is Networking Hardware?
What is a Network Operating System?

2. Read this text and check your answers
What is a network?
A network consists of two or more computers that are linked in order to share resources (such as printers and CDs), exchange files, or allow
electronic communications. The computers on a network may be linked through cables, telephone lines, radio waves, satellites, or infrared light beams. Networks
increase productivity by allowing workers to share information easily without printing, copying, telephoning, or posting. They also save money by sharing
peripherals such as printers. The best known computer network is the Internet.
A network has two main elements: the physical structure that links the equipment and the software that allows communication. The physical distribution of nodes
and their circuits is known as network ‘topology’ or ‘architecture’. The software consists of the protocols, i.e. the rules which determine the formats by which
information may be exchanged between different systems. We could say that network hardware allows computers to ‘hear’ one another, while the software is the
‘language’ that they use to ‘talk’ to one another over the network.
Networking hardware includes all computers, peripherals, interface cards and other equipment needed to perform data-processing and communications within the
network. They are called network nodes. Each of these devices fulfills a specific role in a network. However, only the largest and most complex environments use all
of them. Computer networks differ in the transmission medium used to carry their signals, the communications protocols to organize network traffic, the network's
size, topology and organizational intent.
Computer networks support an enormous number of applications such as access to the World Wide Web, video, digital audio, shared use of application and storage
servers, printers, and fax machines, and use of email and instant messaging applications as well as many others.
Unlike operating systems, such as Windows, that are designed for single users to control one computer, network operating systems (NOS) coordinate the activities
of multiple computers across a network. The network operating system acts as a director to keep the network running smoothly. The two major types of network
operating systems are: Peer-to-Peer and Client/Server. Nearly all modern networks are a combination of both. Some of the more popular are peer-to-peer and
client/server network operating systems: Macintosh OS, Microsoft Windows Server and UNIX/Linux. The networking design can be considered independent of the
servers and workstations that will share it.
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3.

Study this example of a computer network. Answer these questions.
 Who are the users?
 What kind of hardware is used?
 What do the students use it for?
 What do the staffs use it for?

4. Work in pairs. List some places where you might find a computer network.
 What types of computer networks do you use in your work or studies?
 What do you use the networks for?
 How do you access the networks?
5. Work in pairs. Make a list of all the networking hardware you can think of.
 What do they do? Compare your list with another pair.
6. Listen Network Devices and check your answers.

7. Vocabulary: Match the words 1 -10 to the descriptions a – j
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a modem
a repeater
a bridge
a router
a gateway

6. a switch
7. a hub
8. a wireless access
point
9. firewall
10. protocol

a) is an entrance to another network.
b) channels incoming data but maintains the bandwidth speed.
c) allows wireless devices to connect to the network.
d) modulates and demodulates the data into a digital or an analog signal.
e) channels incoming data but shares the bandwidth among
the devices present on a network.
f) sends the digital signal further on in the network.
g) connects networks and sends packages of data between them.
h) connects networks that use the same protocol.
i) is a set of rules that allows the exchange of information over a network
j) provides controlled data access.
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8. Use the words on the right to form a word that fits in the same space in the text.

HOW SWITCHING WORKS?

ABLE

Switching systems 1) ____________ packet networks to 2) _________ optimize their operation and

DYNAMIC

recover from localized damage. The switching in Internet networks is performed by computers called 3)

ROUTE

____________. They use a number of standard routing protocols to switch the incoming packets from
one network to another as required.
One of the biggest advantages of packet 4) ________ networks is that they use the available bandwidth very 5) ____________ by
sharing it at all times.
Today's Internet routing protocols use 6) ____________ algorithms that have been optimized for efficiency over many years. In

SWITCH
EFFICIENCY
SOPHISTICATE
RELY

practice, most network connections today are very 7) __________ and so all packets for a given computer are usually sent over the
same path as long as it remains operational.
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4.2. Types network



Describe types networks.



Make recommendations and suggestions.



Make classified in different ways networks.



The difference between WAN and LAN.

4.2. Types network
1. Lead-in activity: Networks can be classified in different ways based on architecture, topology, communication medium used, geographical coverage, and in many
other ways. In the table networks are classified according: Geographical area, Architecture, Topology and Network protocol.
Geographical area
Architecture
Topology
Network protocol
2. Watch this video Network Types and read the information opposite and correct the following statements.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LANs link computers and other devices that are placed far apart.
In a client-server architecture, all the workstations have the same capabilities.
The word protocol refers to the shape of the network.
Routers are used to link two computers.
Access points don’t need to be connected to a wired LAN.
Wireless adapters are optional when you are using a WLAN.
Hotspots can only be found inside a building.
The Internet is an example of a LAN.
Wireless WANs use fibre and cable as linking devices.
The term PAN is a relatively old term in networking.
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3. Speaking Look at the three network solutions. What are the differences? Which network solution would you recommend for a large corporation or organisation, a
small business and a family home? Why?

4. Writing: Write a description of the network solution you use at work or at home.
Which of the three solutions in 3 is it most like? Why?

STUDY TIP
I’d recommend solution I for ... because ...
The diagram represents/shows...
This network is made up of/consists of.
Two networks are connected via...
The computers are linked up to...
The satellite receives signals from...
The signals are sent onto...
The purpose of... is to...
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5. Read the text and fill the table with summarizes the characteristics of the peer-to-peer and client/server network models.
Network Architecture
There are two basic wired network models from which to choose the peer-to-peer network model and the client/server model. The model used for a network is
determined by several factors, including how the network will be used, how many users will be on the network,
and budgetary considerations.
Peer-to-Peer Networking
Peer-to-peer network operating systems allow users to share resources and files located on their computers and to
access shared resources found on other computers. It is a decentralized network model offering no centralized
storage of data or centralized control over the sharing of files or resources. In a peer-to-peer network, all
computers are considered equal and they all have the same abilities to use the resources available on the network.
Peer-to-peer networks are designed primarily for small to medium local area networks. A general rule of thumb is
to have no more than 10 computers connected to a peer-to-peer network. Nearly all modern desktop operating
systems, such as Macintosh OSX, Linux, and Windows, can function as peer-to-peer network operating systems
Fig. 1. Peer-to-peer network
Client/Server Networking
The client/server networking model is, without question, the most widely implemented model and the one you are
most likely to encounter when working in real-world environments. The advantages of the client/server system stem
from the fact that it is a centralized model. Client/server network operating systems allow the network to centralize
functions and applications in one or more dedicated file servers (See fig. 2). The file servers become the heart of the
system, providing access to resources and providing security. Individual workstations (clients) have access to the
resources available on the file servers. The network operating system provides the mechanism to integrate all the
components of the network and allow multiple users to simultaneously share the same resources irrespective of
physical location. UNIX/Linux and the Microsoft family of Windows Servers are examples of client/server network
operating systems.
Comparison of Networking Architecture
Fig. 2. Client/server network
Attribute
Size

Peer-to-Peer Network

Client/Server Network

Administration
Security
Cost
Implementation
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4.3. Network topologies



Define what is a network topology.



Discuss the different LAN topologies.



Explains considerations when choosing a topology.

4.3. Network topologies
1. Lead-in activity: Study these diagrams. They show seven network topologies. Try to match
each diagram with the correct name.
2. Watch this video about Network topologies and fill the table.
Advantages

Disadvantages

3

2

1

Bus
Star
Ring
5

6

4
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4. Which topologies do these statements refer to?
3. What you should considerations when choosing a topology?
Complete the table with the words in the box.
Cable type

Money

Length of cable needed

Future growth

A linear bus network may be the least expensive way to install a
network; you do not have to purchase concentrators.
The linear bus network uses shorter lengths of cable.
With a star topology, expanding a network is easily done by
adding another concentrator.
The most common cable in schools is unshielded twisted pair,
which is most often used with star topologies.

1. If one of the computers fails, the whole network will be affected.
2. If we remove a computer from the network, it won't affect the other
computers.
3. If the main cable fails, the whole network will fall.
4. If the central server fails, the whole network will fail.
5. If a cable breaks, the whole network will be affected.
6. If a computer falls, it won’t affect the other computers

STUDI TIP
Predicting consequences
The sentences in Task 4. predict the consequences of an action.
For example:
.
If the cable fails, the whole network will fail.
Note that the action is in the Present simple, and the consequence in the will future
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4.4. The Ethernet and
Wireless






Talk about types network protocols.
Ethernet and wireless standards.
Speeds and ranges.
Talk about security solutions.

4.4. The Ethernet/ Wireless
1. Lead-in activity: What is a Protocol?
A protocol is a set of rules that governs the communications between computers on a network. In order for
two computers to talk to each other, they must be speaking the same language. Many different types of
network protocols and standards are required to ensure that your computer (no matter which operating
system, network card, or application you are using) can communicate with another computer located on the
next desk or half-way around the world.
The OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Reference Model defines seven layers of networking protocols. The
physical layer of the network focuses on hardware elements, such as cables, repeaters, and network interface
cards. By far the most common protocol used at the physical layer is Ethernet.
2. Watch the video for Ethernet Standards and fill the table
Protocol

Cable

Speed

Ethernet

Twisted Pair, Coaxial, Fiber

__________

Fast Ethernet

Twisted Pair, Fiber

__________

Gigabit Ethernet Twisted Pair, Fiber

__________

3. Work in pairs and discussion these questions
1. What is wireless networking?
2. What is the difference between a wired LAN and a wireless
LAN?
3. Which is better a wired or wireless LAN?
4. What do I need to set up a home wireless LAN?
4. READING: Read this text and check your answers.
Wired networks are linked by Ethernet cables, phone lines and high-speed
fibre optic cables. But more and more networks are operating without cables, in
the wireless mode. Wireless networks, however use high frequency radio signals,
infrared light beams, or lasers to communicate between the workstations,
servers, or hubs. Information is relayed between transceivers as if they were

physically connected. These are the main types of wireless networks: Satellites,
WiMAX, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GSM.
Wired LANs are more difficult to install, but they are cheaper, faster and more
reliable. Wireless networks are great for allowing laptop computers, portable
devices, or remote computers to connect to the LAN. Wireless networks are also
beneficial in older buildings where it may be difficult or impossible to install
cables, but they are less secure and subject to interference. You'll need computers
equipped with a wireless adapter or wireless card, a wireless access point (a
wireless router) and a broadband internet connection.
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5. Match the main types of wireless networks 1 – 5 to the with their range a – e.
1. Satellites
2. WiMAX
3. Wi-Fi
4. Bluetooth
5. GSM

a) for connecting Wi-Fi hotspots
b) for long distances
c) for short distances
d) for mobile phones
e) for medium-range distances

6. Read these texts and answer these questions
The Wi-Fi Alliance is a global, non-profit organization that helps to ensure standards and interoperability for wireless networks, and wireless networks are often
referred to as WiFi (Wireless Fidelity). The original Wi-Fi standard (IEEE 802.11) was adopted in 1997. Since then many variations have emerged (and will continue
to emerge). Wi-Fi networks use the Ethernet protocol.
Range: Wireless networks have limited range. Network range depends on the type of 802.11 protocol, strength of the device transmitter and the architecture of
the surrounding area. Some structures, such as walls and metal frames, reduce the range of a WLAN by 25%. However, users can extend the range of a WLAN.
Repeaters forward the wireless signal to access points or routers and increase the range of a network.
Speed: Bandwidth and latency are the measures of computer network speed, or data transfer rate. Bandwidth is the maximum throughput of data in bits per
second. Some modems support 100 Gbit/s but speed depends on the hardware and software used. Latency is the delay that network creates during the transfer
data. Users have no, or very little, control over bandwidth and latency.
Wireless Security: Wireless networks are much more susceptible to unauthorized use than cabled networks. Wireless network devices use radio waves to
communicate with each other. The greatest vulnerability to the network is that rogue machines can "eves-drop" on the radio wave communications. To minimize
the possibility of this, all modern access points and devices have configuration options to encrypt transmissions. The basic techniques which are used to protect
networks from unauthorized wireless use: firewall; antivirus software; authentication; username, password and biometric scanning and encryption.
1. How many things does network range depend on?
2. What can reduce network range?
3. What can improve network range?
4. What is advantages and disadvantages of wireless networks?

7. Speaking: Work in pairs. Make a list of all the different words about security threats and attacks you can think of.
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8. Read the descriptions 1-8. Match the words in the box to the descriptions.
adware
spyware

hacker
Trojan

browser hijacker
virus
worm

malware attack

1.

Malicious software that can copy itself and infect the system. (1) ____________

2.

Affects privacy. It does not take control of a computer system, but sends information about the use of a computer system, (2) _______________

3.

Spreads without the user taking action and usually acts in operation system. (3) __________________

4.

A person who on purpose attempts to break into a computer system and use it without the knowledge of the owner. (4) ___________________

5.

Software that replaces the user's search engine with its own. (5) _______________________

6.

An effort to gain unauthorised access to a computer. (6) _____________________________________

7.

A program that automatically plays commercials on a computer. (7) ____________________________
8.

A program which is usually free but contains malicious files. (8) _______________________________

9. Match the security solution 1-5 to its purpose a - e
1) a firewall

a) prevents damage that viruses might cause

2) antivirus software

b) make sure only authorised people access the network

3) authentication

c) checks the user is allowed to use system

4) username and password

d) blocks unauthorised access codes

5) encryption

e) protects the system from public access

10. Role Play: Work in pairs. You are systems safety coordinators. You have already completed two inspections of the IT systems in Bluebot ltd. The first inspection
was about network security and the second about health and safety in a workplace. Your investigation shows that the company has very poor security and safety
systems. Present your report after the inspections.
Student A:
Talk about health and safety in
the workplace.

Student B:
Talk about network security
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REVISION: Test UNIT 4
1. Which of these network types would you commonly use to connect one office
location to another across town?
A) LAN

B) WAN

C) MAN

D) PAN

2. You need to connect to a district office that's located many states away. What
type of network would be the best choice for connecting to this site?
A) PAN

B) LAN

C) WAN

D) MAN

3. What kind of network is commonly used inside of an automobile?
A) MAN

B) LAN

C) PAN

D) WAN

5. Which of these network types would be most commonly associated with
modern Ethernet networks?
A) Bus
B) Hybrid
C) Ring

8. You would like to improve the security on your network by adding an
additional authentication requirement to access network resources,
especially over a VPN. What’s the best network security technology to
address this requirement?
A) BIOS passwords
C) Software firewalls
E) Build a moat

B) Token generators
D) Require NTFS file systems

9. What kind of networking device repeats inbound traffic to every other port
on the device?
A) Bridge

B) Switch

C) Router

D) Hub

10. Which of these network devices commonly convert analog sounds to digital
signals?
A) Repeater

B) Router

C) Switch

D) Modem

D) Star

7. Which of these network types is commonly seen on Metro Area Networks and
provides fault-tolerance as part of its topology?
A) Star
B) Ring
C) Peer-to-peer

D) Bus
HOW DID YOU DO?

8 - 10

5–7

2–4

VERY GOOD

NOT BAD

REVIEW AGAIN
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